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Abstract. We present the design and implementation of the protocol for effi-
cient resource discovery and job allocation in Application Level Active
Network environments. The protocol is fully distributed and is based on the
neighbour lists and small world topologies. Protocol is in XML for interopera-
bility and extensibility; and was prototyped and first tested in the context of the
ANDROID project - thus, this paper also describes the ANDROID management
architecture. We present the protocol validation in the ANDROID trial, and
also give detailed simulation results.

1 Introduction

Current trend in communications and distributed computing is that of peer-to-peer
models, independent of centralised control and management. Examples are active and
programmable networks, cluster computing and the Grid. Requirement on the decen-
tralised management of these environments is that of autonomy and self-organisation
of components. The points of control in these environments will be multiple, where
no actor having the global knowledge. Many large network operators are facing these
operational issues.

A key requirement in these environments is the ability to allocate the incoming
workload (processes) placed on a cluster of (active) nodes in such a way as to opti-
mally use the distributed resources. A node can be considered to be optimal for a
process in terms of availability of resources: CPU; memory; encoding hardware; hard
resource allocation; availability of particular software. In active networks, work has to
be executed in close to real time as the components tend to be part of interactive ap-
plications. Thus, in our developments, the work is not queued: success of workload
allocation is considered to be almost immediate execution. The resources in these
environments are heterogeneous, dynamically changing, highly distributed, and
within different domains. Resource availability is dynamic and conditional on local
constraints. In such large dynamic environments, centralised resource information
repository or resource broker based solutions for resource discovery and information
storage could suffer from scaling and efficiency problems. Thus, a light-weight, adap-
tive resource discovery algorithm, available at distributed nodes, is a preferred solu-
tion.
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Resource management and allocation in active networks is still an under-
researched issue. Most systems providing the middleware support for the Grid, such
as Globus [1] and Sun Grid Engine [2], rely on the centralised or hierarchical solu-
tions for information repositories and job allocation points. Here we present a decen-
tralised, scalable, adaptive resource discovery protocol initially developed for Appli-
cation Level Active Network (ALAN) environments, but also applicable to cluster
computing and Grid scenarios. Using this protocol, network administrators could
effectively distribute the workload so as to maximise resource utilisation and avail-
ability, while not relying on a centralised mechanism. Thus, resource location trans-
parency could be achieved and hidden from applications programmer/end user.
Protocol presented here was initially prototyped, and first demonstrated, in the con-
text of the European project ANDROID [3]. The protocol was further developed for
cluster computing and the Grid (Self-Organizing Grid Resource Management project
[4]), with basic principles and performance assessment presented in [5] [6]. Here we
give the details of the protocol, deployment of its prototype in the final ANDROID
trial, and new simulation results.

In section 2, we introduce basic principles of ALAN and ANDROID. In section 3,
we present the details of our approach. Section 4 gives the protocol specification.
Section 5 presents the demonstration of implementation in the context of ANDROID;
while section 6 gives simulation results. Section 7 discusses the related work and 8
gives the conclusion.

2 ALAN and ANDROID

ANDROID project (Active Network DistRibuted Open Infrastructure Development)
[3][5][7] focused on policy-based management of ALAN-enabled networks. ALAN
[8] is the active networks approach where active services (proxylets), engineered by
developers/users, are deployed on a group of servers in the existing Internet. Proxy-
lets introduce new service functionality or enhance the level of existing service pro-
vided to the user. The active servers provide the execution environment for proxylets,
and as such are envisaged to be deployed in large active server farms where various
user-specified processes (proxylets) can be dynamically loaded and run. Thus, there is
an analogy to cluster computing and Grid paradigms.

The ANDROID management architecture [3] deploys policies as means of control,
while events (observations or changes of system state) are used for monitoring and as
policy triggers. Policies allow specification of the target behaviour of autonomous
components: when an event is received, policies (after conditions based on local in-
formation are evaluated) trigger a response. Policies and events are specified in XML
and are communicated through the system via the Management Information Distribu-
tion system (MID). Persistent storage of policies is provided through the Directory
Service (DS), which features a dynamically programmable interface to a range of
underlying storage systems.

The core management functionality is policy-controlled security and resource
management [3][7]. Security Manager controls the proxylet admission, in terms of
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deployer and process authentication, and process access control. Resource Manager
[9] deals with proxylet admission control from the resource perspective; re-
source/process monitoring; and process/resource (re)allocation.

The ANDROID architecture has been deployed in 3 trials. In the final trial, the in-
tegrated active networking scenario was conducted, where the architecture was de-
ployed for managing VPNs, multicast services and active server resources and secu-
rity. The resource discovery protocol has been prototyped in the 5-machine active
server farm, and the details of this aspect of the trial are given in section 5.

3 Resource Discovery Protocol: Basic Principles

Our resource discovery protocol is fully distributed, and is based on the ideas of peer-
to-peer computing [10]. Each node acts autonomously to identify the best possible
node that can serve a request. Each node is connected to a number of neighbours.
Initially the neighbours are the nearest topological neighbours (based on geographical
location and bandwidth availability between nodes), and a few “far” ones. We use a
2-level control mechanism: first is query-based; second is advertisement-based. The
query-based mechanism is invoked when an incoming request cannot be resolved by
the node that received it. Query time to live (QTTL) determines the number of times a
query can be forwarded. The advertisement-based mechanism is activated when a
new node appears and advertises its resources. It is also initiated when a dynamic
resource changes state, e.g. when a node becomes underutilised it can advertise re-
source availability to its neighbours. Advertisement time to live (ATTL) determines
the number of hops that the advertisement can to be forwarded.

Information about resource availability in the network is distributed using the que-
ries-replies and advertisements. This information is cached in the nodes that receive
replies and advertisements. Nodes use this information to gain experience on resource
availability. Using a different cache for each type of resource, different virtual net-
work topologies are created for each resource. Initially the nodes are connected to
their nearest neighbours and some random far neighbours creating a small world
topology [11]. As requests arrive and query/advertisement protocols are activated the
resource availability caches are populated with state information. The list of
neighbours is changing giving separate lists for different resources; generating differ-
ent virtual topologies.

Fig. 1 depicts the resource management and discovery components on a node.
Self-organising resource discovery (SORD) implements the distributed discovery
algorithm. It retrieves and stores information on the various caches of the system.
There are 3 different caches. “Known Resources Cache” contains information about
the resources known to the node. This includes the known resources available in the
neighbour nodes, which in turn are stored in the “Neighbour List Cache”. “Server
Meta Data Cache” contains information on resource availability on the node. Caches
can be implemented in different ways: Globus Management Distribution System or
ANDROID Directory Service [5]. Our implementation uses ANDROID DS.
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Fig. 1. Resource management and discovery architecture [5]

Typically, user requests the start of the service by sending the relevant events to
SORD, which finds the optimal server to run the proxylet, and forwards the event to
the resource manager of the hosting machine. Resource manager is responsible for
executing a specific request on the local execution environment using the hardware
resources available. After performing the resource checks based on policies, the re-
source manager loads the proxylet(s). Runtime management involves the resource
manager monitoring the behaviour of the proxylets, and, in case of unexpected behav-
iour, applying the relevant policies to preserve the resource integrity and security.
Policies can also control modification of service parameters, (initiated by the user or
the operator), relating to proxylet reallocation or increase/decrease of resources dedi-
cated to the proxylet. Service termination of is also policy-controlled.

4 SORD Protocol Specification

The protocol allows distributed nodes to communicate, exchange information and
locate resources requested by users. The aim is to provide a decentralised mechanism
for resource discovery among heterogeneous interconnected resources. Protocol de-
fines the way in which nodes communicate over the network. It consists of a set of
messages (Table 1) for communicating information about resources and a set of rules
governing the exchange of messages between nodes.

A new node connects itself to the network by keeping in an internal cache the ad-
dress of at least one other node currently in the network. Using the query/reply and
advertisement messages the new node can obtain information about other nodes that
participate in the network, and their resources.
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Table 1. SORD message description

Message Description
StartRD Initiates resource discovery procedure. A node receiving

this message is expected to send a “Reply” message to the
node that sent the resource discovery request.

Query The primary mechanism for searching for distributed re-
sources. A node that receives a “Query” message will reply
with a “Reply” message with the match found based on the
query.

Reply Response to the “Query”. This message provides the re-
cipient with information about resource availability on a
node.

Advertise-
ment

The advertisement of resource availability on a specific
node.

Fig. 2. The resources schema

The protocol uses XML to communicate information between nodes. Messages are
exchanged as events sent by the originator to the recipient. Top level event specifica-
tion follows the ANDROID event specification [3]. The data element of the event
contains a sordmessage. Every sordmessage contains 4 elements: eventtype defines
the type of the event. (possible values are StartRD, Query, Reply, Advertisement); ttl
specifies the time to live that is associated with each sordmessage; resources de-
scribes a number of resources; hosturi is optional and, if used, gives the URI of the
host that has those resources. Resources element provides description for resources
available at a host, or for resources required by user/application. Resources are de-
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scribed using the Globus Resource Specification Language (RSL v1.0) [12]. Each
name-value in the description serves as a parameter to control the behaviour of one or
more components in the resource management system. Each resource is identified by
its name, which is an ID known to the management system. The value provides either
the current or the expected value of the resource. The operator determines what val-
ues of resource are expected by users/applications. Fig. 2 shows the resources XML
schema.

5 Implementation and Demonstration

In the final ANDROID trial, the protocol was used to find an active server suitable for
running the proxylet with respect to resource availability and security profile. Our
query based mechanism was used to search for the active server that has the required
resources. The mechanism is invoked when an incoming request cannot be resolved
by the incoming node: a query is sent to the neighbours, which reply about resource
availability. The "best" reply reaches the node that initiated the query and the request
to run the proxylet is forwarded to the "best" node. Information on resource availabil-
ity is gathered directly from the active server (e.g. Native Library availability). SORD
is initiated by the Resource or Security Managers based on the management policies:
when a new "run proxylet” event arrives at the Resource Manager and there are not
enough CPU resources to run it, the Resource Manager initiates SORD by sending it
"eStartRD" event.

Table 2. SORD protocol evaluation

Message
Type

Message
Sending (ms)

Message parsing, info
gathering & evaluation (ms)

Message Size
(bytes)

StartRD 40 300 1002
eQuery 36 280 713
eReply 34 210 583

For the trial, we assumed that a user requests to run a proxylet that requires the
least loaded active server that also has a CPU load of less than 10%, and the software
library. The protocol was evaluated measuring the time that a message needs to be
transferred from a machine to another, the time that is needed for parsing, information
gathering and evaluation, as well as the size of the messages in bytes. Table 2. shows
the values of the evaluated properties for the different types of messages exchanged
by SORD. Total time needed for discovery in the scenario that included resource
discovery among 5 machines was 1634ms or 1.6 sec. Total traffic generated by was
4890 bytes. Traffic and amount of time required by the protocol depends on the query
time to live, the number of neighbours that each node contacts, the available band-
width and the available processing power. The nodes where connected on a 100Mbit
Ethernet LAN, and were powered by Pentium III processors.
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6 Simulation

The protocol has been simulated in order to evaluate its performance and fine-tune its
properties. Simulation topology was a lattice network of different sizes (number of
nodes). The first part of the simulation includes the discovery of one type of resource,
(CPU). The request arrival is a random process, and the request duration follows the
Gaussian or the Pareto distribution. Metrics used for performance evaluation are: total
network load (the mean load of all the nodes); success rate (number of times SORD
returns the best available resource based on the request requirements divided by the
total number of requests); and the number of messages sent per request. The messages
include queries and advertisements. Furthermore we measure the actual traffic gener-
ated by the messages, defined as the number of hops that a message has to traverse in
order to move from source to destination based on the network topology. Note that
since we do not consider queuing of jobs/proxylets (since we require immediate exe-
cution in case of active network real-time scenarios); the actual job/proxylet loading
can fail if there is no resource found.

Each node queries a specified number of neighbours in order to discover the re-
quested resource. We evaluate 2 different types of neighbour selection: random; and
selection based on previous replies. Random selection is based on querying random
nodes; previous replies selection caches node IDs that previously gave “good replies”.
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Fig. 3. Messages and traffic per job request for different network sizes and different neighbour
selection policies

Results shown in Fig. 3. (a)(b) were obtained using Gaussian job duration, while
the network load was 94%. The success rate of the protocol was 98%. Fig. 3. (a) pre-
sents the number of messages generated by the protocol for two different network
sizes (1225 and 2025 nodes) and the two different neighbour selection policies (cache
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and random). The figure shows that the neighbour selection based on cached informa-
tion generates 3 times less messages than the random selection. Fig. 3. (a) also shows
that the number of messages generated by SORD does not increase as the network
size increases from 1255 to 2025 nodes. Fig. 3. (b), presents the actual traffic gener-
ated by SORD for 2 different network sizes (1225 and 2025 nodes) and 2 different
neighbour selection policies (cache and random). The traffic generated using the
neighbours cache is significantly less than the random neighbour selection.

Second set of simulations was conducted assuming that the request duration fol-
lows the Pareto distribution. Pareto was chosen since UNIX process lifetimes were
shown [13] to follow it. We anticipate that processes running on an ALAN enabled
network will also follow Pareto. Fig. 4shows the success rate of SORD for two net-
works (1225/2025 nodes). While the utilisation of the network is low the success rate
is 100%. For utilisation higher than 95% the success rate drops. For 98% and higher,
the success rate drops to 92% giving less guarantees that the optimal node will be
found. This is not considered as a drawback since we anticipate that active network
operators will run their networks with a target utilisation of 75% to 85%.
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Fig. 4. Success rate of SORD for Pareto request duration

7 Related Work

The details of our work specific to ALAN management in the ANDROID context are
presented [3][5][9]: Resource management for the Grid is an active area of research.
The Globus management architecture [14] [15] tackles the problem through deploy-
ing distinct resource management components: local manager, resource broker and
resource co-allocator. The exchange of resource requirements is facilitated via the
resource specification language. Resource discovery has been addressed in several
application contexts (see [5]). In the context of Grid, different projects have proposed
various centralised, hierarchical or distributed algorithms. Globus [1] Nimrod-G [16]
and AppLeS [17] use local resource managers (GRAM) to update a directory service
with information about availability and capabilities of managed resources. The direc-
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tory service is based on LDAP. Condor [18] deploys a centralised collector that pro-
vides a resource information store which tracks the resource availability. The Data
Grid project [19] uses a decentralised discovery mechanism and hierarchically organ-
ised scheduler based on LDAP. Peer-to-peer resource discovery protocols have been
applied to file-sharing systems: Gnutella [20] uses aggressive flooding; Freenet [21]
request forwarding and file replication. PEERS project uses iterative deepening di-
rected BFS and local indexes [22]. Chord [23] is a protocol for data discovery in a
distributed system that uses key association to data items and key mapping to nodes
according to hashing algorithm. [24] proposes a fully decentralised resource discov-
ery mechanism for Grid environments, based on a peer-to-peer architecture using
request forwarding algorithms.

8 Conclusion

In this paper, we describe a self-organising mechanism that aids the optimal resource
discovery in a farm of Application Level Active Network nodes. The protocol is fully
distributed and policy controlled. The protocol is defined using XML events for
interoperability and extensibility. We also identify a set of rules that construct virtual
overlay topologies over the existing IP connectivity. The protocol has been effec-
tively deployed in ANDROID project trial where it was used to find an optimal
ALAN active server to run the user-specified proxylet. Moreover, the protocol was
also validated through a set of simulations which demonstrate its efficiency.
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